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In 2003, as the newly named editor in chief folks Weekly magazine, Janice Min was active
documenting a seismic cultural shift: the building of the "Hollywood Mom.) • Hollywood's
Biggest Losers (What did it actually take for stars like Kate Hudson, Milla Jovovich, and Poppy
Montgomery to lose the baby excess weight? In the blink of an eyes, it seemed, "skinny
denims" had replaced "mom jeans." Bugaboos had become status symbols. How did these
women do it? Serving up practical, honest, and often surprising advice for fresh moms
everywhere, Janice and her arsenal of specialists reveal: • The 10 Wardrobe Essentials every
chic mother should own• How to style red carpet-worthy hair, also on school days• The
secrets to hiding a postnatal stomach pooch• The truth behind the C-tuck (Perform celebrity
moms sometimes lose fat courtesy of a combination cesarean section-tummy tuck?"I started
ogling, with morbid fascination, the photographs that flooded my office?red-carpet and
paparazzi photos of superstars in bikinis and bandage dresses mere weeks after having a
baby," she writes. "I'd stare within my own ever-expanding body. Then I'd stare at Heidi Klum
(who provided birth a month before my due date and were able to bounce back again before
I'd also hit the delivery space). Motherhood itself got become an exciting style declaration.)In
How to Appear Hot in a Minivan, Min dispels the theory that looking great post-pregnancy is
for the rich, the pampered, and the lucky." How to Look Popular in a Minivan was born. Then
she brought jointly the industry's biggest experts in fitness, style, beauty, and all-things-baby
to divulge the secrets behind the superstars' seemingly effortless postpartum style.With her
trademark self-deprecating style and tongue-in-cheek humor, Janice set out to debunk a few
of Hollywood's biggest mommy myths. And then?simply eight weeks after her big
advertising?Janice discovered that she was pregnant, as well." Believe Angelina Jolie, Victoria
Beckham, Halle Berry, and Beyoncé?stars who proudly displayed their pregnancies, shed the
baby weight overnight, and helped turn the once-frumpy bump market into seriously big
business. I wondered. With Min's guilt-free of charge, stay-sane strategies, moms almost
everywhere can appear and feel like celebrities?whether their baby is certainly six months or
sixteen years.
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Fun read This book was a fun read! It provided some practical tips for how exactly to be
trendy and become a mother on the run. The breezy book takes only 2 hours to learn. With
these hot celebrity tips, I can leverage my vanishing middle-class means to mask my
exhaustion and look such as a stylish Millionaire with a stylist. For a mother, it's essential.!.
She's not pregnant yet!Just like the fact that people need spanx to look hot after expecting.
Janice Min's composing, honesty and humor are much appreciated. I loved this book since it
gave me some simple tips to carry out your day without going insane and still appear hot!
Yeah, it isn't the most scholarly materials, but I can vouch for the fact that looking good is
empowering, so who cares.! Also, if you order the book on Kindle. Great Book! The print is
horrible to see as Kindle.I adored it and have read it once will read on regular basis, there's a
new thing to be found with each reading, I tell ya. Love It! because really tummy is merely this
protruding muscle tissue that refuses to return back in despite my 'primary' exercises. I Didn't
Like This Book This book has very,very general information. Could be helpful to mothers who
haven't had the opportunity to address their appears in years.And very very entertaining as
well...DON'T! FINALLY!Just simple tips that go quite a distance.Health ideas etc. with fun facts
of celebrities. I'm a mom in my own early 40s and feel totally schlumpy.. Trying to find a new
balance of my oldself and my brand-new mommy self, this publication provided alot of
guidelines and guidelines.It's concise information, to the point and all details is given in a
simple easy way. This reserve addresses the real concerns folks 99%-aspiring-to-be-1% gals in
a way that no other work has before! Hubby appears to like the book too. Fun and probably a
great resource for those who are actually preggers! How to look like you care In order to not
really look like a totally frumpy housewife constantly, this self-improvement book motivated
me to eat, dress and style myself better. However, I had an enjoyable experience looking at
the glossy photos and tout a lot of the tips had been good even for is wanna be grannies!! I
have always wished to look just like a celebrity! What I love about this book is that it is real.
SHOULD I obtain botox? And how am i going to be prepared when the paparazzi arrive to fully
capture my picture while I'm pumping gas? I bought this publication for my recently married
daughter who will most likely not have babies for some time. FINALLY, with Ms. Min's
assistance I could produce the illusion that I, like Kelly Ripa, am a female of quality! I shared
this book with my friends and it supplied us with conversation while our kids were playing
aside. My gratitude can be bottomless.! I checked this right out of the library. I must say i
enjoyed this publication. And yes, I drive a minivan (Honda Odyssey to become specific, and I
LOVE IT) -this reserve is great. Then there exists a quick simple information on day constitute
and how to proceed and how exactly to do it. I must say i loved this book. As a fresh mother I
came across it helpful and encouraging.it feels good to look good! I'm usually looking for
whatever will provide tips about how to look better, become healthier, etc. Must have for
noncelebrity moms! Because everyone knows, if mom's unhappy, no one is usually! Great
photos, great "real" people makeovers in addition to the celeb stuff (which I was kind of
mentally tossing out -style advice, hairstyles, makeup, etc. Love it, great fun and an uplifting
read!! This is an excellent book! Great and useful read. I bought the reserve for my sister in
laws who simply had twins and it had been very helpful to get back on the right track. It has
plenty of helpful tips and we've got fun talking about it. I will purchase a couple of more for
friends who are expecting. The book can be funny and fun to learn. Between my day work, my
life a single mother, and putting myself through college, one of the problems at the forefront
of my mind has been: How do i get my locks to remain voluminous past 10 am? Honest and
Funny I love this book! True and also true, since after scanning this, i bought many of tummy



tamers plus they work like miracle! She tells the true story of what happens post-baby.
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